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Medical A-Z                     version 2.4: 7/02/2002 

 
Compiled from the talks and writings of Her Holiness Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi 
and Her followers, the Sahaja Yogis. 

 
 
Key talks by Shri Mataji: 
 
‘Sickness and its cure’  New Delhi, 9/2/83 
Nirmala Yoga no.25:17-28; also in Sahaja Scholastica no.59 
 
‘The Fourth Dimension and the parasympathetic’ [for doctors] Brighton, UK. 
26/7/84. Nirmala Yoga no.26:38-42; also in Sahaja Scholastica no.59 
 
‘Rahuri Questions & Answers’  Rahuri, Maharashtra. 13/4/86 
Transcript on London CD-Rom; also in Sahaja Scholastica no.59. See also video. 
 
‘Talk with Sahajyogis in Bombay on 26th and 27th February 1987 during ... Shiva 
Puja’  English translation  (pamphlet) 
 
‘Advice on the treatment of virus diseases’  Pune, Maharashtra. 1/12/87 
Transcript on London CD-Rom (as 861201) 
 
‘Talk to Doctors’ Conference’  Meridial Hotel, Delhi. 25/3/93 
Victorian Sahaja Newsletter (Melbourne) April 1995 
 
‘Sahaja Yoga: a talk’ [to doctors]  New Delhi.  6/4/97 
New Delhi Medicos 13(4-5):32-34; also in Sahaja Scholastica no.59 
 
 
 
Some books and articles by Sahaja Yogis (non-disease specific): 
 
Aftanas L.I., Golocheikine, S.A. (2001) ‘Human anterior and frontal midline 
theta and lower alpha reflect emotionally positive state and internalized 
attention: high resolution EEG investigation of meditation.’ Neuroscience Letters 
310(1):57-60 
 
Manocha, R. (2000) ‘Why meditation?’  Australian Family Physician December 
2000;29(12):1135-1138; also in Sahaja Scholastica no.59 
 
Manocha, R. (2001)‘Researching meditation: clinical applications in healthcare.’ 
Diversity (Australian Complementary Health Association) June 2001;2(5):2-10 
 
Rai, U.C. (1993) Medical science enlightened: new insight into vibrationary 
awareness for holistic health care (New Delhi: Life Eternal Trust) 
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Rajasekharan, P.T., Venkatesan, R. (1992) ‘The therapeutic value of Sahaja 
Yoga.’ In their: Divine knowledge through vibrations (Bangalore: Panther 
Publishers): 127-139 
 
Sharma, H.S. (1993) ‘Some ailments and suggested remedies.’ In his: Sahaja 
Yoga: the Divine path for physical, mental and spiritual evolution (2nd ed) (Delhi: 
Shanker Publishing House)  
 
 
 
 
 
Older general articles & theses (non-disease specific): 
 
Chug, D. (1987) Effects of Sahaja Yoga practice on patients of psychosomatic 
diseases. Doctor of Medicine thesis, Delhi University 
 
Gupta, N.K. (1980) ‘Modern medicine and Sahaja Yoga.’ Maha Avatar  July-
September 1980:20-22 
 
Kulkarni, R.D. (1983) ‘Sahaja Yoga and physical cure.’ Nirmala Yoga no.13:28-
30 & no.14:33-34 
 
Rustom (1983) ‘Sahaja Yoga of physical cure.’ Nirmala Yoga no.16:22-23 
 
Rustom (1984) ‘Sahaja Yoga and physical cure – part IV.’ Nirmala Yoga 
no.20:42-43 
 
Sethi, S. (1986) Physiological effects of Kundalini awakening by Sahaja Yoga. 
Doctor of Medicine thesis, Delhi University 
 
Spiro, D.M., et al. (1983) Letter to the British Medical Association. The Life 
Eternal 1984:5-12  
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ALLERGIES    
 
“They [ie. left sided people] also get the lethargic liver which gives them allergies. 
All kinds of allergies come to these people through their lethargic liver.”    

    (Sickness and its cure, New Delhi, 9/2/1983. Nirmala Yoga no.25)  
 
“Now, why the child has an allergy? …Left Nabhi will catch, now that means the 
mother, because the child is not yet married, so is the mother. That means  
mother must be having a left Nabhi herself. And that is why the child must be 
catching with that allergy. So instead of punishing the child, why not cure the left 
nabhi of the mother and left nabhi of the child. … What can we do to help the 
child get rid of it? Very simple. Anything that is left can be taken out on the little 
flame. Put your right hand on the left Nabhi of the child and your left hand to 
the flame and, finished.”      (Rahuri Q&A 13/4/1986) 
 
Question: Why does cow’s milk make allergies and eczema worse?  “Cow’s milk. 
Left side. Cow’s milk always gives you the left side, because she is the Mother. 
And you should not have cow’s milk because it is the left side. Whether it is cow’s 
milk or buffalo’s milk, all will give you allergies, but if you have animals which 
are smaller than you, like if you can drink, like Mahatma Gandhi, goat’s milk, 
you might not have the problem.”                          (Rahuri Q&A 13/4/1986) 
 
“Most allergies are caused from cold to hot, ie. taking bath in cold water and 
then hot water. To take coffee and then immediately take cold water.This sudden 
change, the system cannot adjust to. In the left Nabhi area is the spleen. The 
spleen is a speedometer and also an adjuster. When it adjusts and it is not 
properly done due to sudden change, it causes problem. So it has to suddenly 
provide its energies to either increase or decrease the flow of the red blood 
corpuscles. That’s how the spleen goes crazy.”     (Shivaratri 1987) 
 
 
 
ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE 
 
“Now there’s a new disease, as you know, Alzheimer. How it comes? If a person 
is extremely aggressive, and torturing people, doing this. When he gets old, his 
brain is weak, and only that bad stuff start working, and that person who is 
suffering is not aware of it. And you cannot cure it also. But, in the lifetime, if 
you get your realisation, and you become absolutely peaceful within yourself, 
such diseases cannot touch you, they cannot disturb you, and you become a 
loving, beautiful person.”                  (Talk at Royal Albert Hall, London, 5/7/98)   
 
 
ANGINA    see Heart Diseases 
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ARTICARIA   see also Liver 
 
“Articaria is also psychosomatic. When your liver is lethargic,  it becomes 
vulnerable. 
Cure: Use gaaree – rub it on some stone and give it to your child in honey (very 
little) – also for grown ups. For very old people it is also very good for it has 
soluble calcium. Any soluble calcium is good. It is good for application and then 
cover it with something black. The source of the problem is left Nabhi. You see 
when the liver is lethargic, the left Nabhi becomes lethargic. The person is not 
using much of his energies.   So it is a lethargic liver, excited by the left Nabhi.  
Treatment: is again left side. Best to cover the body with something black, so that 
the heat is given to it. You see it is a form of allergy.”                   (Shivaratri 1987)  
 
 
 
ASTHMA 
 
“Bronchial asthma is caused by the combination of the right heart and the left 
heart. If the parents have been quarrelling too much, if they are divorced, if you 
never had the security of the parents’ love, then you get bronchial asthma. … Is a 
combination.”          (Rahuri Q&A 13/4/86) 
 
“Asthma is mostly a left sided psychosomatic disease. It can sometimes be right 
sided with persons who are very dry and have always tried to dominate others – 
the dryness of the Peritoneum is too much. Mostly it also comes the right heart – 
for those whose father is dead, or that you are not a good father or that you 
happen to trouble your child or that you are unhappy about your own self. It can 
be a combination of any of the above.”      (Shivaratri 1987) 
 
[See also: 
Chug, D.K., et al. (1989) ‘Role of Sahaja Yoga in the management of Bronchial 
Asthma and a new hypothesis to explain its pathogenesis.’ Proceedings of the XVI 
World Congress on Diseases of the Chest, Boston, USA 
Chug, D.K. (1997) ‘The effects of Sahaja Yoga in Bronchial Asthma and essential 
Hypertension.’ New Delhi Medicos 13(4-5):46-47; also in Sahaja Scholastica no.59 
Manocha, R., et al. (2002) ‘Sahaja Yoga in the management of moderate to 
severe asthma: a randomised controlled trial.’ Thorax v57:110-115 
Rai, U.C. (1993) ‘Role of Sahaja Yoga in the treatment of Bronchial Asthma.’ In 
his: Medical science enlightened, pp98-109 
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 BALDNESS 
 
“Bald head is caused by not using oil. Or not using proper oil. Oil should be used 
properly and the skull must be rubbed not the skin. If you rub it, the skin must 
move on the skull and then you won’t have this problem. Another is that if you 
use funny type of oil with lots of fragrances and essences then you might get bald. 
Also ghee should never be used for rubbing in the head. … 
You have two types of bald head as I told you, say some who start from here 
[front] and some who start from here [back]. And those who have both. Now I 
would say the ones who start from here [front] are the people , who are the ones 
who have got the Ekadesha problem. With the Ekadesha problem it starts, or 
who are not very collective, or something, it will start receding. Those who start 
from here [back] are the people who may not be good husbands. Maybe 
something wrong with their wives, maybe bad wives, the husband-wife 
relationship is upset, then also it starts. Or maybe there is an incompatability 
between the two, or too much attachment to the wife, or too much attachment to 
the husband. All these things are left Nabhi, and the left Nabhi relationship you 
know is the Gruha Lakshmi relationship. Where you adore your wife so much 
that she is no more a Gruha Lakshmi. These things start with that, also could be 
hectic life … In your case [European yogi], what to do, I would say it is the 
complete neglect, no oil at all, I mean if you do not give water to the plant it will 
die. So oil is the one on which the hair resides.”      (Rahuri Q&A 13/4/86) 
 
 
  
BLOOD PRESSURE 
 
[Whilst discussing salt intake] “To feel relaxed is the best way to reduce the 
blood pressure.”                     (Talk to Mothers and Babies, 1983) 
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CANCER   
 
“For cancer best treatment is of water, ie. putting feet in the river, sea or in the 
water at home with the photograph. Water has the dharma of cleansing and 
hence Shri Vishnu and Dattatraya responsible for the dharma of human beings 
are to be worshipped. They help you to cure also the local deity of the chakra 
that is attacked. Put the patient before the photograph with the candle and his 
feet in the water, bring down your hands across the sympathetic nervous system 
towards the water. The patient will cool down gradually. If he gets realization, 
then he is cured.”     (undated letter [1970s?] to Dr.Raul in Nirmala Yoga no.8) 
 
“You will be surprised, all those patients of deadly diseases, like cancer, etc, 
whom I have cured, all of them without exception were the victims of fake gurus 
and tantrikas. I have not seen any cancer patient who was not connected with a 
false guru. That’s why it is said that doctors cannot cure cancer.” 
          (lecture in Hindi, Delhi, 18/8/79, English translation in Nirmala Yoga no.17) 
 
“A person’s Kalki Chakra catching means that he will be down with a horrible 
disease like Cancer, may be leprosy or may be that he is about to collapse into 
some sort of calamity.”   (undated Talk on Shri Kalki, Nirmala Yoga no.12, 1982) 
 
“So when a person is on his destruction, say for example a cancer has set in, then 
you might feel a throb, here at the apex of your Void, the throb. And it doesn’t 
logically mean that if there’s a throb there’s a cancer, but if there’s a cancer 
there’ll be a throb in here going on. That means the force of life is trying to push 
it.”           (Ekadesha Ruda Puja, 17/9/83, Nirmala Yoga no.21) 
 
“The Ekadesha Rudra shows on your forehead, and you get a swelling over here 
… Most of the cancer patients, if you see them, they have, from left it rises to the 
right side quite a lot, or bump there, on the right hand side.” 
               (Ekadesha Rudra Puja, Austria, 8/6/88) 
 
“You can’t hear the ‘Vani’ in your stomach, but say you get some troubles, 
specially Cancer or any such diseases, you get a problem. Then it starts showing. 
There’s a problem. That causes ‘spandan’, throbbing, is vibrations that you get, 
is the effect of that Paravani, which shows you that there is some trouble. That 
trouble you can see, then it starts throbbing.”           (Talk on 8th Day (Ashtmi)  of 
Navaratri 1988; transcript in Talks during Navaratri, Pune 1988) 
 
“There are two sides of life, left side and right side, when they meet (when one 
side is overactive), you get the ‘psychosomatic diseases’. If the Kundalini rises 
what happens is that it nourishes those centres. But suppose you are us ing right 
side too much, left side breaks up. Then what happens is that your connection 
with the main is lost. You are on your own and Cancer starts. Can be cured not 
at a galloping stage but at an early stage. We have also tried some galloping stage 
patients.” (New Delhi talk to doctors 6/4/97. Transcript in New Delhi Medicos 
13(4-5):32-34) 
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Blood cancer 
“Blood cancer is the result of speediness. So one has to be very careful that our 
spleen must be alright.”              (2nd Sydney Talk, 27/3/81) 
 
“In the left Nabhi area is the spleen. The spleen is a speedometer and also an 
adjuster. When it adjusts and it is not properly done due to sudden change, it 
causes problem. So it has to suddenly provide its energies to either increase or 
decrease the flow of the red blood corpuscles. That’s how the spleen goes crazy. 
This is also the root cause of Blood Cancer for people who are hectic.”   
          (Shivaratri 1987) 
 
“The spleen produces red blood corpuscles for all emergencies. Modern life is 
always an emergency. Constant shocks to the spleen make it crazy and 
vulnerable to cancer. At such a moment of vulnerability if something triggers 
from the left side then blood cancer accrues.”          (Address to Medical 
Conference, Moscow, June 1990) 
 
 
Breast cancer 
“The sense of chastity in the Indian women is so great that nothing can deter 
them as long as they are chaste.  But if they are not chaste, then  fear  settles in 
them 'very' fast.  Chastity is the strength of women.  And that is why, those 
women who have fear, mostly, have a problem of their chastity being challenged.  
A woman who is frightened that her chastity may be disturbed, also can develop 
a problem with the heart chakra.  Such women can develop breast cancer, 
breathing troubles, and other kind of frightening diseases on the emotional level 
also.”            (Talk on the Heart Chakra, Delhi, 1/2/83) 
 
Throat cancer 
“If you smoke too much then this Vishnumaya gets very angry. She, she is the 
one who then causes cancer. She can spoil you throat. I mean all kinds of ear, 
nose, throat problems can come in with the smoking because she doesn’t like that 
smoke. ... With that if you smoke, smoking, you can become also very much 
vulnerable to cancer of the throat.”   (Shri Vishnumaya Puja, New York, 19/7/92) 
 
“Another thing which people do not know is the mantras. ... Now she [Shri 
Vishnumaya] is the Mantrika, she is the one who gives the power to the mantra. 
Now if you are not connected to this divine power then there’s a short circuit 
takes place, and if you go on saying this mantra you develop all the troubles of 
the throat, throat cancer. You can develop also stomach, in the stomach 
problems, because it is Krishna and Vishnu are the same, you might develop also 
the problem of Virata.”     (Shri Vishnumaya Puja, New York, 19/7/92)  
 
See also comments under epilepsy: “This treatment is also the same for cancer 
and other psychosomatic diseases”   (Shivaratri 1987) 
 
[See also: Rai, U.C. (1993) ‘Sahaja Yoga for the treatment and prevention of 
Cancer.’ In his: Medical science enlightened (New Delhi: Life Eternal Trust):166-
174] 
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CIRRHOSIS    see also Liver 
 
“Cirrhosis is nothing else but left side problem, is a lethargic liver, and gives you 
allergies. For Cirrhosis, left hand towards the photograph and right hand on the 
Mother Earth, putting hot water bottle on the stomach. Or even giving bandhan 
to your liver with the light is alright.”                  (Rahuri Q&A 13/4/86) 
 
 
CONSTIPATION 
 
“All such people [ie. right-sided] have over-active organs. Due to overactive 
organs, they develop a very bad heart, which is overactive. In which the heart 
pumps fast, palpitations take place. In lungs he develops asthma. In his intestines 
he develops constipation, he develops a very-very bad liver and a very unhealthy 
skin. The skin is extremely sallow. And such a person is very-very quarrelsome 
and aggressive”      (Sickness and its cure, New Delhi, 9/2/83, Nirmala Yoga no.25)  
  
“The heat from the liver after some time collapses the lungs leading to asthma. 
When the liver does not get enough nourishment then it becomes overactive. The 
intestines dry up causing constipation.”           (Address to Medical Conference, 
Moscow, June 1990) 
 
“You know, the best thing if you are constipated, take a newspaper. It’s a simple 
thing. And horrid news. That’s how I see some people, I have treated them. They 
say. ‘We are constipated’, I say: ‘Read a newspaper in the morning.’” (Talk to 
Mothers and Babies, 1983)   
 
“We have so many ways of removing in India. Like we take ajwain ka churan 
and all that with black grapes, dried ones, raisins, black raisins. Prunes with 
orange juice is good, or also milk, boiled milk in the night.” (Talk to Mothers 
and Babies, 1983)   
 
 
DIABETES 
 
“Diabetes is the action of the right side, affected by the left side. Right side being 
vulnerable. Firstly, when you think too much, pay no attention and remain in 
your habits, then a fear element adds to your vulnerability. Just like a hard 
working man thinks too much. All his fat cells are used for the brain. The left 
side gets drained. You become vulnerable, if some fear comes in you and you also 
start feeling guilty, then you develop Diabetes. 
Correction is, use of Ali’s name in mantra. Source is, Swadhistana and Nabhi of 
the left. Left Nabhi gets first affected, by having fear of wife or worries for her, 
or for any other family member.  In addition,  your  vulnerability,  at that point,  
brings Diabetes.  
Clear it by clearing your Agnya chakra. Don’t think so much. Go into 
thoughtless awareness. Put left side into right side . Take more salt so that it 
neutralises the action of sugar excretion, because it has got water of 
crystalisation. Use ice on right Swadhistana and Nabhi. Avoid sugar, after 
proper tests, if necessary.”       (Shivaratri 1987)  
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“See how I told you that how blood sugar comes in because of diabetes. Isn’t it? 
Not because of sugar. It comes only because of diabetes and diabetes comes 
because of thinking too much.”         (Talk to Mothers and Babies, 1983)   
 
There is one more thing that happens to our eyes. When the Swadisthana 
Chakra goes out of order. It is represented here at the back [of the head], which 
is ‘around’ this back Agnya. So when you have diabetes or anything like that, 
people start becoming blind … You have seen many diabetic people get this 
blindness. So first of all cure your diabetes through curing your Swadisthana. 
And also you can use an ice around your Swadisthana at the back … If it is 
Swadisthana you have to use the water [ice] but if it is ‘just’ the possession, then 
you have to use – without diabetes, if it is a possession – then you have to just use 
the light. That is how we cure our Agnya Chakra.”   (Talk on the Agnya Chakra, 
Delhi 3/2/83, Nirmala Yoga no.18) 
 
“If a pregnant woman is overthinking then the child may have diabetes.” 
(Address to Medical Conference, Moscow, June 1990) 
 
 
 
DIARRHOEA 
 
“Now these people [ie. left sided] eat extremely imbalanced food as far as 
proteins are concerned. And in proteins, they are so weak that they might suffer 
from all lethargic muscles, in every way. So you can see that these people suffer 
from cold, they suffer from diarrhoeas, because the muscles are weak, they will 
eat the food and the whole food will pass out as diarrhoea.”    (Sickness and its 
cure, New Delhi, 9/2/83, Nirmala Yoga no.25) 
 
So the centre people [ie. in the Sushumna nadi] are extremely generous to begin 
with. They cannot retain food if they have it at somebody’s house. Either they 
vomit or they will have diarrhoea. If they eat at a place where they should not 
have eaten, if it is not properly vibrated, they will not eat the food. Even if they 
eat the food, they will vomit it.”          (Sickness and its cure, New Delhi, 9/2/83, 
Nirmala Yoga no.25) 
 
“Say a child has got diarrhoea. Alright, a simple method is to boil fennel seeds 
and mint together, boil it, keep it ready, and give that with little sugar or candy 
sugar. And give it to the child twice, thrice, the child will be alright.”    (Talk to 
Mothers and Babies, 1983) 
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DRUGS    
 
“If you take cannabis you are definitely dragged into Ida nadi and the ego 
recedes for the time being. … All drugs take you away from your awareness. … 
My experience about the druggist and chemist has been a painful one. Those who 
come were very slow. … They have been very weak and vulnerable to left-sided 
attacks. … I am sorry for the druggist.  They have to use their will to accept the 
challenge and give up their slavery to drugs.”  (Letter to Jeremy, 1982, printed in 
Nirmala Yoga no.12) 
 
“Now, drugs hit you on the left-Nabhi – left-Nabhi, or on the right. The ones that 
hit you on the left-Nabhi can take you very deep, down. And you can be 
sometimes so aggressive, despite the fact that you have taken a left-sided one. It 
is surprising. Just, you see, suddenly you get stunned. … That person can become 
mad – anything can happen to a person who takes drugs.” (Advice on the 
treatment of virus infections, Pune, 1/12/87) 
 
Tobacco     
 “Also in the process of evolution there were many plants, animals, who were 
destroyed because they were not in the centre. … So they went into the collective 
subconscious and came as subtler entities to harm the people who were 
ascending. Like we see these days viruses that attack us. These are the plants 
which are gone out of circulation. After some time you will find that tobacco will 
go out of circulation, many drugs will go out of circulation.”   

           (Ekadesha Rudra Puja, Austria, 8/6/88) 
 

“If you smoke too much then this Vishnumaya gets very angry. She, she is the 
one who then causes cancer. She can spoil your throat. I mean all kinds of ear, 
nose, throat problems can come in with the smoking because she doesn’t like that 
smoke. ... With that if you smoke, smoking, you can become also very much 
vulnerable to cancer of the throat.”   (Shri Vishnumaya Puja, New York, 19/7/92) 
 
 
Alcohol 
“All the saints in the world have said that alcohol is very dangerous for life. The 
reason is that it goes against our awareness, this is a fact, you know that after 
taking a drink our awareness becomes blurred or excited, it is not normal, that’s 
the reason they said no.”                              (2nd Sydney Talk 27/3/81) 
 
“There is a compulsory bandhan on you of your Mother. If you try to drink, you 
will vomit.”                (Nirmala Yoga no.12, p25) 
 
“Alcohol, as you know, has different variations depending on the habits of the 
person. … alcohol is very dangerous because it finishes-off your liver; it finishes-
off your awareness; it makes you very clumsy; your attention is fuzzy. … 
Because alcohol makes a person in such a way. That he loses all his dharma.” 

  (Advice on the treatment of virus infections, Pune, 1/12/87) 
 
“I think the greatest enemy of our Self Realisation is the drinking. Drinking, if 
people take to drinking, they become such slaves; their brains are not alright. So 
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I think at Sahasrara (they) must be also spoilt with drinking. So drinking I think 
is the worst enemy.”          (Sahasrara Puja 2001) 
 
 
ECZEMA  
 
“Eczema is the same, it is just like an allergy. Now for eczema because it is 
outside you can use certain thing like neemkapata and all that, I have told you so 
many things can be used on top.”                               (Rahuri Q&A 13/4/86) 
 
 
EGO   see Paralysis 
 
 
ENDOCRINE GLANDS 
 
“Endocrine glands are controlled by the chakras also. For example, we can say 
Muladhar chakra controls the Prostate like that. Even Agnya Chakra controls 
Pituitary and Beneal [sp?], both of them. That is how it controls the Ego and 
Super-Ego.”   (Q&A, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan [Delhi?], 22/3/77. Printed in The 
Life Eternal 1980) 
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EPILEPSY 
 
“Cause: Movement of the attention to the extreme left. Collective subconscious is 
the state into which you go. This happens when you develop some fear or fright, 
being a weak person, on the left side. Also, when you happen to be involved in an 
accident – sudden fright or jerk. 
Cure: Bring attention to the centre. To do this, first bring it to the right, by 
saying the Gayatri mantra. Then to the centre, saying the Brahmadeva-
Saraswati mantra. On moving to the right, you start feeling vibrations. Stop at 
this point. Do not say anymore Gayatri mantra, because you must not go too 
much to the right. Too much to the right means, the frequency of vibrations start 
decreasing. It needs proper adjustment from one side to the other. It is important 
that you must get the vibrations. If not, repeatedly raise the Kundalini till you 
feel the vibrations. 
Another best way is to put the left hand towards the photograph and the right on 
the ground. Say Mahakali mantra, so that the vibrations start flowing. Use of the 
candle from the back side on the left, will also help.”         (Shivaratri 1987) 
 
 
[See also: 
Duadani, U. (1991) ‘Computerized EEG. Analysis of epileptic patients practising 
Sahaja Yoga’ Epilepsia v32:27; 
Duadani, U. (1991) ‘Role of Sahaja Yoga in the management of epilepsy’ PhD 
thesis, Delhi University  
Gupta, H.L., et al. (1991) ‘Sahaja Yoga in the management of intractable 
epileptics’ JAPI (Journal of the Association of Physicians of India) 39(8):649; 
also in Sahaja Scholastica no.59 
Manocha, R. (2001) ‘Researching meditation’ Diversity: natural and 
complementary health (Australian Complementary Health Association) 2(5):2-10] 
Panjwani, U., et al (1995) ‘Effect of Sahaja Yoga practice on stress management 
in patients of epilepsy’ Indian Journal of Physiology and Pharmacology 39(2): 
111-116; 
Panjwani, U., et al. (1996) ‘Effect of Sahaja Yoga practice on seizure control and 
EEG changes in patients of epilepsy’ Indian Journal of Medical Research 
v103:165-172 
Panjwani, U., et al. (2000) ‘Effect of Sahaja yoga meditation on auditory evoked 
potentials (AEP) and visual contrast sensitivity (VCS) in epileptics’ Applied 
Psychophysiology and Biofeedback 25(1):1-12 
Rai, U.C. (1993) ‘Taming the brain storm: role of Sahaja Yoga in the treatment 
of epilepsy’ In his: Medical science enlightened (New Delhi: Life Eternal Trust): 
129-143] 
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EYES    
 
“Now it is said that if you have wobbling eyes, you will have a wobbling Agnya. 
You have to steady the eyes to soothe them. The most soothing thing for the eyes 
is the green grass. If you could see the green grass with your eyes, you walk with 
your eyes on the ground.”         (Talk on Agnya, Caxton Hall, London, 18/12/78) 
 
“In Sahaja Yoga I have noticed that nowadays, many people have spoiled their 
Agnya Chakras. The reason is that these people follow a wrong guru or bow 
before or touch their heads at wrong places. Many of the eye-diseases are caused 
by such wrong practices.”      (Advice given in Marathi, Bombay, 26/9/79. English 
translation in Nirmala Yoga no.24) 
 
“If you are eyes are unholy, you have eye troubles and your eyes get weakened. 
This does not mean that if you have to use spectacles, you become an unholy or 
improper person. It is the law of life that you have to use spectacles at an 
advanced age.”    (Advice given in Marathi, Bombay, 26/9/79. English translation 
in Nirmala Yoga no.24) 
 
“… if the child has got bad eyes, you might see two black spots or two shining 
spots in your vision. The vision. Now, if you close your eyes, you get a vision of 
colours in front of you. You see colour, you can say not colour but you can say 
it's a greyish whitish thing you see. … if the child has got any kind of a trouble in 
the eyes, you will see two black spots, very strong, or two white spots, round, 
absolutely round, two spots you will find. That’s the sign the child’s eyes are …, 
but when your eyes are bad, also when you put attention to yourself also you 
might find little bit, or when they are tired, you’ll find those two little spots like 
that. Now supposing while seeing this if you see a small little follicle in a child, 
like a reddish spot, then know that the child is sick, he has got a tumour 
somewhere. You might see a follicle like this, like a little heart you can see, or 
maybe a round thing, that colour. Heart colour. And then know that the child is 
sick. He is not all right.”          (Talk to Mothers and Babies, 1983)   
 
“Now for eyes to be cleaned out properly and kajal must be put. Now to make a 
simple kajal, what we do, is to burn some camphor and collect the camphor soot 
on a silver plate. Silver plate is cooling, and then mix it up with some nice butter, 
clean butter, or ghee. Ghee is better, with ghee. Very clean, nice ghee. You mix it 
up and put it in the water, let the water clean it for some time and then when it is 
completely drained, the water will not stick because it is all ghee, then put it in a 
proper thing and use your, this finger, every day for the child after bath, every 
day because that will give them very sharp eyes and there won’t be any problem 
of the eyes for quite some time.”        (Talk to Mothers and Babies, 1983) 
 
 
“And Agnya Chakra, if it is spoilt at the back, that means definitely possessed. At 
the back [of the head] if the Agnya Chakra is caught then one developes 
blindness, with the eyes open. Now in India it is very common. … There is one 
more thing that happens to our eyes. When the Swadisthana Chakra goes out of 
order. It is represented here at the back [of the head], which is ‘around’ this 
back Agnya. So when you have diabetes or anything like that, people start 
becoming blind … You have seen many diabetic people get this blindness. So 
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first of all cure your diabetes through curing your Swadisthana. And also you 
can use an ice around your Swadisthana at the back … If it is Swadisthana you 
have to use the water [ice] but if it is ‘just’ the possession, then you have to use – 
without diabetes, if it is a possession – then you have to just use the light. That is 
how we cure our Agnya Chakra.”   (Talk on the Agnya Chakra, Delhi 3/2/83, 
Nirmala Yoga no.18) 
 
“I have worn glasses for the last five years, necause for my programs for hours 
together they put heavy lights on my eyes. Short sight can be very easily cured. 
…  One very important thing is that we have to accept our age. … Because of the 
atmosphere, the pollution, all these things affect your eyes. … Wearing spectacles 
is not a disease by any chance.”  (Talk to Doctors’ Conference, Meridial Hotel, 
Delhi. 25/3/93) 
 
 
FAT 
 
“Question: Why has God created this Ego and Super-Ego within us? 
Answer: From our stomach, the Med, the fat, rises into our brain, passing 
through all these centres, evolving to be the cells of the brain. Even brain is the 
Med, fat cells, what you call as Mendu. So for the Med to become the Mendu, it 
has to evolve, to achieve a certain amount of charges of awareness, of human 
awareness.”               (Q&A, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan [Delhi?], 22/3/77. Printed in 
The Life Eternal 1980)   
 
“And their health-wise [ie. those in the central channel], they are more on the 
fatter side, I should say, because they have gas in their body, lot of gas, the Prana 
Shakti – is in the centre in the Prana – enters into Sushumna. That creates the 
gaseous body. The gaseous body is not heavy, its very light. They walk very fast, 
they are active. But to look at, they look plump. Normally. If they are not they 
try to be plump.”   (Sickness and its cure, New Delhi, 9/2/83, Nirmala Yoga no.25) 
 
“Intake. For left side – if people eat the fat it is bad. Because the fat is stored and 
it is not available for circulation. For thin people their fat is available, so they can 
eat fat. But for fat people, they should only put fat in their nose, oil in the ears, 
etc. For fat people oil massage on the head is very good. These people can 
massage with Golden Amla hair oil. It cools them down.”    (Shivaratri 1987) 
 
 
FEVER 
 
“Fever is caused to those whose liver is out or who has over worked his liver. He 
gets heated up. It can be corrected by putting ice on the liver. Malarial fevers are 
right sided, ie. mosquito bites. Bacterial fevers are left sided. These are mainly 
due to certain food such as fungus, like mushrooms, old paneer, etc.”           
(Shivaratri 1987) 
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FLU 
 
“Flu. That is one thing which is difficult. Now for flu, first of all, this is again left 
side, they have got a very good medicine in India … Basil leaves. Take lots of 
Basil leaves and make a concoction, boil it up in a pot, make it absolutely the 
essence. Take it out quite thick, put tea in it, water, just make it the way you 
want to make it like a tea, and put milk or whichever way you want it, less milk, 
sugar, because the taste may not be so good, and then you drink it. Before that 
you have to prepare some ajwan smoke, take ajwan smoke afterwards, you do it 
for three days, you will be alright, cleared out.”      (Rahuri Q&A 13/4/86) 
 
 
FUNGUS 
 
“One of the worst things is fungus. … It is from the left side again, the attack is 
on the left side, is all dead. And you have to use the left side towards the 
photograph and the right hand to the places wherever you have the fungus. You 
may take it out that way. But do not eat cheese, and the fungus cheese you are 
not supposed to eat at all! All the Sahaja Yogis should not eat the fungussy 
cheese, that is the blue one, the crust one. All fungus must be avoided and also 
mushrooms if possible.”          (Rahuri Q&A 13/4/86) 
 
 
GENES 
 
“Our culture [India] is very deep. We have to thank all the saints and all sufis, 
and all the incarnations. Basically our genes are very good. In Sahaja Yoga you 
can change your genes also. It is not from the parents, it is not with the 
circumstances, it is from your own reactions to things that you develop your 
genes. What happens with genes, that you become a very very religious man 
from inside. Love for humanity is religion. You enjoy giving your love.”  (New 
Delhi talk to doctors 6/4/97. Transcript in New Delhi Medicos 13(4-5):32-34) 
  
 
GOUT 
 
“Also they [ie. left sided people] might get this gout and these troubles of the 
joints.”              (Sickness and its cure, New Delhi, 9/2/83, Nirmala Yoga no.25) 
 
 
HEADACHES 
 
“If you suffer from headaches and you pray to Jesus Christ to forgive all those 
who have put you in trouble, you will be cured of your headache without the aid 
of any medicines. However, before such a thing can happen, you have to awaken 
your Kundalini by accepting Sahaja Yoga, and get Self-Realization.”    (Marathi 
talk, 26/9/79. English translation in Nirmala Yoga no.24) 
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HEART DISEASES 
 
“Now a person who does not have this fourth dimension [the parasympathetic] 
will not know that he is suffering from some heart trouble. He will have no idea. 
He will never feel his heart or anything – till he suddenly gets the attack, and 
then he dies. But at the very onset of it a person who is in the fourth dimension, 
that is, a realised soul, can feel that something is going wrong with his heart. Also 
he knows how to cure himself – the technique of curing himself. Also he knows 
that he is the source of the medicine that he has to give – is a vital thing.” 
(The Fourth Dimension and the parasympathetic: talk for doctors. Brighton 
26/7/84. Nirmala Yoga no.26) 
 
[Heart attacks] “Cause: Over-active, inactive or lethargic heart. 
Overactive heart is of right sided people. In such cases, the heart can collapse. 
Especially it can happen in very young age. This is because their attention is too 
much outside. Due to this, their Atma departs. The Atma gets no attention, due 
to their extreme materialistic nature. Overactivity can also come from too much 
worry about the family, and thinking too much of the future. The heart starts to 
pump more blood, and over works itself. It gets tired. In addition, the attention is 
not on the spirit. 
For lethargic hearts, these people take all kinds of mantras and first spoil their 
Left Vishuddhi. They take tobacco and cigarette, creating a problem on their 
Left Vishuddi. This makes the pumping of the heart difficult, and so it becomes 
tired, because it cannot pump. Due to extreme Left Vishuddhi, the lethargic 
heart gives you Angina.  
Those are the two types of heart attacks.  
The first type can be cured by putting ice on the stomach and on the heart on the 
right side. Also move from left to right. Sit in water. Do not use light at all. Sleep 
in darkness, stay more indoors. Take full rest. And repeat that “I am the spirit”. 
“O Lord, please forgive me”. 
The second type can be cured by asking him to say – “Mother you are my beej 
mantra. You are the mantrika”. Also “I am not guilty”, and say “I forgive 
everybody Lord”. So that all the hurts disappear. Use light and fire to clear the 
left side.”               (Shivaratri 1987) 
 
“Now according to Sahaja Yoga we have two types of heart attacks, one is 
massive heart attack, the other is lethargic like Angina.  
So the first one, which is massive one, is where that heat [from the liver] reaches 
the heart. Say there is a boy who is playing tennis at the age of 21 or 22 and 
drinking also and competing with his father. If you continue this kind of things 
may be you might get one day a massive heart attack, specially the industrialist. 
Industrialists are so futuristic, so much calculative that they don’t calculate that 
this will entail their heart problems. So this heart suddenly collapses and they 
die. 
Another one is lethargic heart attack like angina, and happens if you feel guilty. 
Some people are very sensitive and very formal type and you know they feel 
guilty, ‘I should have done this’. ... For anything they start feeling guilty. Not 
only you develop spondylitis, you develop a situation where your heart cannot 
pump blood properly. That is the angina.”  (New Delhi talk to doctors 6/4/97. 
Transcript in New Delhi Medicos 13(4-5):32-34) 
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[See also: 
Rai, U.C. (1993) ‘Role of Sahaja Yoga in the treatment and prevention of some 
heart diseases.’ In his: Medical science enlightened pp175-180] 
 
 
 
 
HIV/AIDS 
 
Sydney Press Interview 1985?    
 
“And so when the Mooladhara is gone off, the first thing that happens is that you 
get a disease which you know as AIDS, but also you get all the diseases which 
have to do with the muscles.”   (Advice on the treatment of virus infections, Pune, 
1/12/87) 
 
“I had cured 6 cases of AIDS. They were perfectly alright. Then two of them 
went back to the same style of life. [Another] two of them said ‘we don’t want to 
live!’ Only two of them are there – one of them is living for 8 years. He has put 
on some weight. But when he goes to the doctor they say there are still some dead 
cells there.”              (Talk to Doctors’ Conference, Meridial Hotel, Delhi. 25/3/93) 
 
 
[See also: 
Rai, U.C. (1993) ‘Behavioural modification through Sahaja Yoga – a strategy for 
the prevention of AIDS.’  In his: Medical science enlightened (New Delhi: Life 
Eternal Trust):181-186. Also in New Delhi Medicos (1997) 13(4-5):48-50] 
 
 
HYPOGLYCAEMIA 
 
“Hypoglycaemia. Low blood sugar. That comes from overactivity. You should 
not think so much. Agnya chakra, too much of agnya, surrender yourself to 
Christ, it will work out.”           (Rahuri Q&A 13/4/86) 
   
 
HYSTERECTOMY 
 
“In Hysterectomy cases, where the uterus is removed, the problem is of Sri 
Ganesha and fear element.”       (Shivaratri 1987) 
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INFERTILITY 
 
“Such people [ie. right-sided] can become barren women, they may not have 
children at all, such women cannot have children. Especially women who are 
very-very flirtatious type and who think they are very beautiful, and also they 
are having a very active life, can become completely barren.”   (Sickness and its 
cure, New Delhi, 9/2/83, Nirmala Yoga no.25) 
 
“If somebody is not having a child, then she has a left Swadhistana problem.” 
(Shivaratri 1987) 
 
 
JAUNDICE  see also Liver 
 
“Right Nabhi and right Swadhistana is affected. Put left to right 108 times. 
Footsoak in lukewarm water. Use affirmation: “Mother, verily You are my 
Guru”. Strictest liver diet for 2 weeks. Make tea from fresh radish leaves, 
sweeten with candysugar and take instead of water for three days. Also drink 
glucose water.” (Dr.H.S.Sharma, Sahaja Yoga: the divine path. 2nd ed, 1993) 
 
 
LEPROSY 
 
“A person’s Kalki Chakra catching means that he will be down with a horrible 
disease like Cancer, may be leprosy or may be that he is about to collapse into 
some sort of calamity.”    (undated Talk on Shri Kalki, Nirmala Yoga no.12, 1982) 
 
 
LIVER   see also Jaundice 
 
“Cirrhosis is nothing else but left side problem, is a lethargic liver, and gives you 
allergies. For Cirrhosis, left hand towards the photograph and right hand on the 
Mother Earth, putting hot water bottle on the stomach. Or even giving bandhan 
to your liver with the light is alright.”                  (Rahuri Q&A 13/4/86) 
 
“Why do we call this liver, because of liver we live. Liver is very important in 
Sahaja Yoga. I know that in medicine we don’t know much about liver. It is 
absolutely curable in Sahaja Yoga. Liver is the one which sucks up all the 
poisons and throws it into the blood. 
Such a man who is always thinking, all his energy is going to the brain and other 
organs are neglected. First thing that is affected is liver. Now bad liver because it 
cannot throw its heat which is the poison of the body, so what happens is that 
heat starts rising.  If it rises to the right side it goes to the right heart chakra 
which controls the lungs. Such a person can get asthma.  ... Then it goes down to 
the kidney, with this heat kidney coagulates and you need dialysis and if not you 
die, but you die bankrupt.” (New Delhi talk to doctors 6/4/97. Transcript in New 
Delhi Medicos 13(4-5):32-34) 
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LUMBAGO 
 
“For lumbago, you give ajvain ka pani. For muscular lumbago use Ajvain for 
intake and gaeru (for application only). In lumbago, the bone gets twisted, 
therefore, use vibrated kerosene oil mixed with some other oil. In a few days it 
gets alight.”          (Shivaratri 1987) 
 
 
MALARIA 
 
“Fever is caused to those whose liver is out or who has over worked his liver. He 
gets heated up. It can be corrected by putting ice on the liver. Malarial fevers are 
right sided, ie. mosquito bites. Bacterial fevers are left sided.”    (Shivaratri 1987) 
 
 
MENOPAUSAL HOT FLUSHES 
 
[a pilot study using SY meditation] “The results were very impressive with all 
women experiencing improvement in their condition. In fact 9 out of the 10 
women reported at least 50% reductions in the frequency of their hot flushes. Six 
of these women had a 65-70% improvement in their hot flushes which, after 
eight weeks of meditation ‘treatment’, is comparable to that seen in conventional 
hormone replacement therapy!” 
(Dr.R.Manocha. ‘Researching meditation: clinical applications in healthcare. 
Diversity (Australian Complementary Health Association) June 2001;2(5):2-10) 
 
 
MENSTRUAL PROBLEMS 
 
“If somebody is not having a child, then she has a left Swadhistana problem. 
Same problem is also true for heavy periods. When there is too much 
stimulations in the Parasympathetic, in the Sacral region, there is too much flow 
resulting in heavy bleeding. Other results are diarrhoea and excessive urination. 
Cure: Use of Gayatri mantra, initially. But it must also be backed by some 
medicines. You can give ajvain ki dhuni (even for surgery patients).” (Shivaratri 
1987) 
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MENTAL PROBLEMS 
 
“Apart from that [ie. diseases of the physical side] we have the mental troubles 
with people. Like a left sided person will have a mental problem, like he will be a 
sly person, he will be a frightened person, he would not be talking to others, he 
would be nervous, he would not have self-confidence, he will be running away 
from public. And also then, he comes schizophrenic that he hibernates sort of 
thing in the house, becomes like a cabbage. That kind of a lunatic he becomes.”         
(Sickness and its cure, New Delhi, 9/2/83, Nirmala Yoga no.25)   
 
“… Americans have got into problems of very serious nature, of very horrible 
diseases which I have predicted. Two of them, one which comes from AIDS and 
another one where a brain goes off, a person becomes mad at a very young age.” 

       (Talk, evening before Diwali 1985) 
[see also 
Morgan, A. (2000)  ‘Sahaja Yoga: an ancient path to modern mental health’ 
Transpersonal Psychology Review Dec 2000]  

 
 
 
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS 
 
“Multiple sclerosis comes from Mooladhara. Mooladhara and Nabhi. Left Nabhi 
and Mooladhara. Is more left sided, give the treatment of the left side, saying the 
name of Ganesha and of Gauri. It will work out.”     (Rahuri Q&A 13/4/86) 
 
 
MUSCULAR PROBLEMS 
 
See comments under epilepsy: “This treatment is also the same for cancer and 
other psychosomatic diseases. It includes Muscular skeletal disorders. In 
muscular problems, the trouble comes from your disturbed Sri Ganesha.”  

(Shivaratri 1987) 
 
“When the vibrations flow, they relax the muscles. The muscles, in reality, have 
gone into spasms due to tensions, eg. Left Vishuddi. The vertibrae start to twist 
(physical). When you put your chakras in me (in my care) they will be relaxed 
and then you can adjust by giving vibrations. These vibrations can be given to 
others. You need not touch the other person, but give vibrations by using 
circular movement by hand using mantra.”      (Shivaratri 1987) 
 
“And so when the Mooladhara is gone off, the first thing that happens is that you 
get a disease which you know as AIDS, but also you get all the diseases which 
have to do with the muscles. The muscles start becoming weak and this and 
that.”                    (Advice on the treatment of virus infections, Pune, 1/12/87) 
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PARALYSIS 
 
[Discussing right-sided people] “At the level of the brain they become ego-
oriented. The ego can go to that level, that they can develop paralysis. Paralysis is 
possible in both the cases. Even the left side person can get it or the right side 
person can get it. But mainly people get the paralysis on the right side. It comes 
from left side but effects the right side of the body.”            (Sickness and its cure, 
New Delhi, 9/2/83, Nirmala Yoga no.25) 
 
“… Americans have got into problems of very serious nature, of very horrible 
diseases which I have predicted. Two of them, one which comes from AIDS and 
another one where a brain goes off, a person becomes mad at a very young age. 
Third disease that I told them, will be coming very soon, where people who suffer 
from ego will be captured by ego. In that case the conscious mind will be taken 
over by ego. That means unconsciously you can walk, you can move about, but 
consciously you won't be able to even move your finger. That means you will be 
completely immobilised. The West is in great danger. Because, in the West only, 
you find this horrible disease called racialism. All the racists would be first, 
completely paralised.”                  (Talk, evening before Diwali 1985)  
 
 
POLIOMYELITIS 
 
[Discussing left-sided people and their problems] “Cancer and muscular 
discrepancies and weaknesses in which the muscles become extremely weak 
gradually and Osteomyelitis, polio myeltis, - all these lethargic things…” 

         (Sickness and its cure, New Delhi, 9/2/83, Nirmala Yoga no.25)  
 
 
SALT 
 
“Ah! This is very funny idea, not to have salt. Do you all suffer from high blood 
pressure? You see, without salt you cannot do your respiration, ask any doctor. 
If there is no sodium chloride in your blood, see, your respiration will go down. 
These things are essential for life but not too much of everything. Salt is needed 
in food. I mean these are all funny ideas that are coming up. … Salt is very 
important for teeth, for everything.”        (Talk to Mothers and Babies 1983)  
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SKIN DISEASES 
 
“All such people [ie. right-sided] have over-active organs. Due to overactive 
organs, they develop a very bad heart, which is overactive. In which the heart 
pumps fast, palpitations take place. In lungs he develops asthma. In his intestines 
he develops constipation, he develops a very-very bad liver and a very unhealthy 
skin. The skin is extremely sallow. And such a person is very-very quarrelsome 
and aggressive.”     (Sickness and its cure, New Delhi, 9/2/83, Nirmala Yoga no.25)  
 
 
SPONDYLITIS 
 
“Spondylitis is left Visshudhi, and right Visshudhi it could be also, but mostly 
left Visshudhi is Spondylitis. Combination also it could be.”      (Rahuri Q&A 
13/4/86) 
 
 
STRESS DISORDERS 
 
“The common problem is the stress. Now why this stress is there, that also you 
should know. Ida and Pingla are two channels and they cross each other at optic 
chiasma. Pingla Nadi (Right sympathetic) creates ego balloon, Ida Nadi (Left 
sympathetic) creates super ego balloon (due to conditionings). When you are too 
right sided then ego moves and covers the left side, so there is a block, whatever 
problem you have it cannot pass out of your body. Then you become weaker and 
weaker. That is how you have stress.”  (New Delhi talk to doctors 6/4/97. 
Transcript in New Delhi Medicos 13(4-5):32-34) 
  
[see also 
Chug, D., et al. (1989) ‘New insights into the aetiopathogenesis of essential 
hypertension and role of Sahaja Yoga in its treatment and prevention.’ 
Proceedings of the XIIth International Union of Physiological Sciences 
Conference, Kupio, Finland, 3rd March 1989 
Kulkarni, R.D. (1995) ‘Management of stress through Sahaja Yoga.’ In: Stress 
management through Sahaja Yoga. 2nd ed (Pune: Vishwa Nirmala Dharma):31-
38; also in New Delhi Medicos (1997) 13(4-5):39-40 
Rai, U.C., et al. (1988) ‘Some effects of Sahaja Yoga and its role in the prevention 
of stress disorders.’ Journal of the International Medical Sciences Academy 
2(1):19-23. Reprinted in: Stress management through Sahaja Yoga. 2nd ed (Pune: 
Vishwa Nirmala Dharma, 1995):23-30; also in New Delhi Medicos (1997) 13(4-
5):35-38; also in Sahaja Scholastica no.59]  
 
 
SUGAR     -  see Diabetes 
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SWELLINGS 
 
“Another problem they [ie. those in the central channel] may develop that if they 
have taken too much vibrations, they may develop a swelling on their body. 
Under these circumstances, first of all they should find out if they are in the 
neighbourhood of somebody who is anti-God. Because such swellings are 
developed when the vibrations are fighting anti-God activities of the person who 
is with you. Say your wife is negative. Then such a person might develop a 
swelling because his vibrations are fighting the woman. He should not mind the 
fighting. But he must know how to correct the woman. He must know how to put 
her right. Or the man who is like that, the woman might develop an anti-devil 
force within her which give her that swelling. Different types of swellings might 
appear, with the vibrations jetting out with a great speed.” (Sickness and its 
cure, New Delhi, 9/2/83, Nirmala Yoga no.25) 
 
“The whole forehead, if it is full of lot of bumps, then we must know that the 
Kalki Chakra is out of order. If it is out of order then the person is about to go 
into some sort of very bad calamity, it is a sign on a person when he is going to 
get it. When the Kalki Chakra is caught up, all your fingers start burning, on the 
hands, on the palms and the same time in the body you get terrible burning. A 
person’s Kalki Chakra catching means that he will be down with a horrible 
disease like Cancer, may be leprosy or may be that he is about to collapse into 
some sort of calamity.”    (undated Talk on Shri Kalki, Nirmala Yoga no.12, 1982) 
 
“When you have your ego, very much great ego, then you’ll find a big blob-like 
ego coming out on left side, a very big one, here. Or you have a super-ego you 
can see another big thing jutting out of the brain on the right side. So on both 
sides you might get both the things if both the sympathetic are over-active. If you 
are not a very collective person you might get a blob here. So you might get all 
the thing filled up with your ego, superego, and this Virata centre again blown 
up in a way that a person developes a face like a monster sometimes!” 
               (Ekadesha Rudra Puja, 17/9/83, Nirmala Yoga no.21) 
 
“The Ekadesha Rudra shows on your forehead, and you get a swelling over here 
… Most of the cancer patients, if you see them, they have, from left it rises to the 
right side quite a lot, or bump there, on the right hand side.” 
               (Ekadesha Rudra Puja, Austria, 8/6/88) 
 
“When a chakra is caught up you find it coming out as a big lump in the right 
side, so you have to take the name of Mahavira to remove that pressure from the 
left side.”          (Mahavira Puja, Perth, Australia, 28/3/91) 
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TINITIS  [ringing in the ears] 
 
[alternative hand over opposite ear, with the other hand towards the outside, 
changing after a period – reply to Melbourne yogi, 1995] 
 
 
TONSILS 
 
“And then there’s another thing which perhaps you people do not know, that we 
put the thumb, very clean thumb, we make it also antiseptic in a way, and press 
the tonsils on both sides and also on top. So that, I have no tonsils, I never get 
tonsils’ trouble, so tonsils cannot grow after that, just tonsils cannot grow and 
this upper, what is that called (“uvula”) that also doesn’t grow. So don’t have 
that problem. Is a very simple thing is to be done to children.”   (Talk to Mothers 
and Babies, 1983) 
 
 
 
TUBERCULOSIS 
 
“If your lungs are lethargic, then you get diseases like TB, tuberculosis. 
Tuberculosis comes from the left side.”      (Sickness and its cure, New Delhi, 
9/2/83, Nirmala Yoga no.25) 
 
 
VARICOSE VEINS 
 
“Varicose veins, it comes from the people who stand too much all the time and 
they work very hard. As soon as it starts, is better to cure that. You have to lie 
down every day, those who stand every day for more than say three or four 
hours should lie down on bed and do cycling every day. That will help. Reduce 
the weight maybe. Due to weight also, some people have weight. But those who 
stand, I have seen those who stand for a long time without the heels, if you use 
the heels you might be better off. With the heels, the pressure is not so much, 
then it is distributed more to the lower, those five chakras down below. That 
might help. But best is to do exercise after you have stood for a long time. Just in 
the bed and do cycling. And also massaging, slowly massaging it downwards. 
Also it can work out with the ice cubes. You can put some ice before massaging, 
you can put the ice then and use very cold oil and rub it. It will work out.”  
               (Rahuri Q&A 13/4/86) 
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VIRAL DISEASES 
 
“In left sided diseases, you get into the collective subconscious, from where you 
collect Protein 52, viruses. These make you helpless sometimes.”(Shivaratri 1987) 
 
“Also in the process of evolution there were many plants, animals, who were 
destroyed because they were not in the centre. … So they went into the collective 
subconscious and came as subtler entities to harm the people who were 
ascending. Like we see these days viruses that attack us. These are the plants 
which are gone out of circulation.”           (Ekadesha Rudra Puja, Austria, 8/6/88) 
 
“Viruses come from the left side. They are dead entities that settle into the 
collective subconscious.”     (Address to Medical Conference, Moscow, June 1990) 
 
“If you understand really, in the way that I call it part and parcel – what is a 
Bodha – that is, it becomes part and parcel of your nervous system, then no virus 
can attack you; nothing can trouble you. And even if they attack, it will come for 
a short time and will go away. … But it will not stay in your body. It cannot stay 
long…”         (Advice on the treatment of virus diseases, Pune 1/12/87) 
 
“If somebody has viral you may give him antibiotics or what you like, it wont 
help. Only Sahaja Yoga can drive it out, because Sahaja Yoga can act on the left 
side (Vir is left side problem).”  (New Delhi talk to doctors 6/4/97. Transcript in 
New Delhi Medicos 13(4-5):32-34) 
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